
Tranquillity control instructions. 
 
With power to the unit the symbols and name logo are illuminated in clear light. 
As the bath fills the Logo name will change to Blue This indicates that the pump run dry 
sensor has detected water and the pump can be run. (make sure that there is at least 2” of 
water above the highest jet before operating pump). 
 
Back Lite Symbols reading left to right 
 
                                    Blower                         Blower 
Pump on/off       Power Boost on/off      Power Boost +/-       Cromo light settings 
 
Pump on/off   
Finger touch for approx 1 second operates the pump and symbol back light changes colour to 
blue (if symbol light flashes indicates insuffeicant water in bath) further touch will turn pump 
off symbol changes blue to white. 
 
Blower Power Boost on/off 
Finger touch symbol for aprox 1 second operates the blower at level 4 symbol changes to 
blue. Further touch will turn off the Blower Power boost function. 
After Bath empty the blower function will operate to blow through moisture from the pipes. 
Blower can be operated at any time when bath empty to repeat this function and the logo will 
flash on and off to indicate in blow dry mode as further pressing the symbol will not turn off 
function. 
 
Blower Power Boost +/- 
Touching the vertical appossing arrow symbol operates blower through levels 5,6,1,2,3,4. 
Touch and hold for approx 2 seconds and blower will auto cycle through the power settings 
giving automatic massage mode setting. 
 
Cromo Light settings 
The cromo lights can be operated independantly of water present or not. First touch operates 
lights in natural light mode further touches change colour setting through 1-11 then 12-16 
automatic light blend cromo therapy sequences and 17 off. Pressing and holding touch at any 
time will turn lights off. Lights automatically turn off after approx 30 minuits. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


